Economic Surveys: special chapters since the early 2010s

OECD Member countries

**Australia**

2023  Fully realising the economic potential of women in Australia
      Achieving the transition to net zero in Australia

2021  The role of the financial sector in supporting a sustainable and inclusive recovery

2018  Benefitting from globalisation and technological change

2017  Creating good conditions for innovation-driven productivity gains
      Boosting R&D outcomes

2014  Improving taxes
      Transfers Federal-state relations

**Austria**

2024  Raising productivity to improve living standards.
      Addressing labour market challenges for sustainable and inclusive growth
      Achieving a successful green transformation in Austria

2021  Helping the business sector to cope with new opportunities and challenges.

2019  Firming up the capital base of the Austrian business sector — Consolidating Austria’s business sector strengths and its social role in the face of new challenges.

2017  Austria's digital transition: The diffusion challenge
      Inclusive labour markets in the digital era

2015  Austria’s separate gender roles model faces tensions
      Towards more gender equality
Belgium

2022 Improving economic opportunities for all
2020 Addressing labour market challenges
2017 Making the business environment more supportive of productivity
Raising and mobilising skills to boost productivity and inclusiveness
2015 Improving the labour market integration of immigrants
Maintaining an efficient and equitable housing market
2013 Enhancing the cost efficiency of the health sector to adjust to population ageing
Better use of infrastructures to reduce environmental and congestion costs

Canada

2023 Canada’s transition to net zero emissions.
2021 Improving the well-being of Canadians.
2018 Increasing inclusiveness for women, youth and seniors.
Making the most of immigration
2016 Strengthening competition in network sectors and the internal market.
Boosting Productivity through greater small Business Dynamism
2014 Deconstructing Canada’s housing markets: Finance, affordability and urban sprawl
Overcoming skills shortages

Chile

2022 Towards lower poverty and inequality in Chile: Strengthening social protection and job quality.
2021 Making digital transformation work for all in Chile.
2018 Boosting export performance in Chile.
Policies for more and better jobs in Chile
2015 Bringing all Chileans on board.
Better skills for inclusive growth
2013 Making the labour market more inclusive.
Boosting growth through innovation and entrepreneurship

Colombia

2022 Filling in the gaps: expanding social protection in Colombia
2019 Boosting exports and integration into the world economy
Fostering high-quality jobs for all in Colombia
2017  Reigniting growth through productivity enhancing reforms
   Towards more inclusive growth

2015  Making tax policies more efficient, fair and green
   Reforming the pension system to increase coverage and equity

2013  (Economic Assessment) Tackling income inequality
   Boosting productivity and economic growth

 Costa Rica
2023  Improving the quality and efficiency of education and training in Costa Rica to better support
growth and equity

2020  Enhancing business dynamism and consumer welfare with regulatory reform
   Boosting access to credit and ensuring financial inclusion for all

2018  Restoring fiscal sustainability and setting the basis for a more growth friendly and inclusive
   fiscal policy
   Structural policies to boost productivity and inclusion

2016  (Economic Assessment) All together: making growth more inclusive in Costa Rica
   Boosting Productivity to sustain income convergence

 Czech Republic
2023  Towards net zero

2020  Enhancing administrative and fiscal decentralisation

2018  Progress in structural reforms
   Improving the Czech health care system

2016  Fostering productivity growth for income convergence
   Enhancing public sector effectiveness and efficiency

2014  Completing the transition to a competitive domestic economy
   Strengthening skill use and school-to-work transitions

 Denmark
2024  Addressing labour and skills shortages in a fast-changing economy

2021  An effective, inclusive and comprehensive strategy for a decarbonised economy
   Climate policies for energy, transport and agriculture

2019  Adapting business framework conditions to deal with disruptive technologies

2016  Macroeconomic and financial risks
   Getting the incentives right in an ageing society
2013  Trade specialisation and policies to foster competition and innovation
       Making the most of skills

2012  Consolidating public finances
       Towards green growth

Estonia

2024  Enhancing productivity across firms
       Accelerating the green transition
       Towards better and more sustainable healthcare for all

2022  Estonia’s climate policy: challenges and opportunities

2019  Seizing the productive potential of technological change

2017  Getting the most out of trade
       Reviving productive investment

2015  Raising productivity and benefitting more from openness
       Making the most of human capital

Finland

2022  Rebooting the innovation ecosystems.

2020  Realising the government’s objective to increase employment.

2018  Tax reform to support growth and employment.
       Benefit reform for employment and equal opportunities

2016  Boosting productivity.
       Employment and skills

2014  The economic consequences of ageing
       Local public finances and municipal reform

France

2024  Boosting Productivity growth and employment.
       Supporting the green transition
       Improving educational outcomes

2021  Steering the recovery towards an ecological transition.

2019  Improving labour market performance.
       Improving the efficiency of public investment
2017  Promoting economic opportunities and well-being in poor neighbourhoods.
      Improving the efficiency of the health-care system

2015  Vocational training and adult learning for better skills
      Enhancing competitiveness, purchasing power and employment by increasing competition

2023  Reaching net zero while safeguarding competitiveness and social cohesion.

2020  Unleashing the benefits of digital transformation.

2018  Boosting productivity and preparing for the future of work
      Improving skills and their use

2016  Boosting investment performance.
      Raising wellbeing in Germany’s ageing society

2014  Strengthening financial sector resilience.
      Raising the potential of the domestically oriented sector
      Making economic growth more socially inclusive

2023  Transitioning to a green economy

2020  Rejuvenating Greece’s labour market to generate more and higher-quality jobs

2018  Boosting investment
      Generating Employment, raising incomes and addressing poverty

2016  Structural reforms to boost inclusive growth
      How to boost export performance

2013  How to get growth going
      A fair sharing of the costs and benefits of adjustment

2024  Raising productivity and strengthening institutions.
      Towards more inclusive growth
      Towards more sustainable growth

2021  Fostering productivity for a stronger and sustained recovery

2019  The challenges of sustaining Hungary’s pension and health system
      Fostering regional growth and inclusiveness

2016  Bolstering business sector investment
      Enhancing skills to boost growth
2014   Enhancing competition and the business environment  
           Tackling labour mismatches and promoting mobility  
          **Iceland**  
2023   Immigration in Iceland: addressing challenges and unleashing the benefits  
2021   Fostering innovation for the digital era  
           Addressing climate change  
2019   Fostering strong and relevant skills  
           Improving public spending to maintain inclusive growth  
2017   Sustaining nature-bases tourism in Iceland  
           Labour market and collective bargaining in Iceland: Sharing the spoils without spoiling the shares  
2015   A policy framework to promote stability and resilience  
           Supporting long-term growth by improving the business environment  
          **Ireland**  
2022   Health sector performance and efficiency  
2020   Technological diffusion and managing the associated economic transitions  
2018   Reforms for sustainable productivity growth  
2015   Growing together: Towards a more inclusive Ireland  
           Migration in Ireland: Challenges, opportunities and policies  
           Estimation of bilateral migration flows  
2013   Getting youth on the job track  
           From bricks to brains: Increasing the contribution of knowledge-based capital to growth in Ireland  
          **Israel**  
2023   Addressing labour market challenges for sustainable and inclusive growth  
2020   Reducing socio-economic differences between municipalities  
           Enhancing the efficiency and equity of the tax system in Israel  
2018   Improving the education system to enhance equity  
           Improving infrastructure to boost productivity and well-being  
2016   Boosting competition Israel markets  
           Improving the pension system and the welfare of retirees in Israel  
2013   How to improve taxes and transfers  
           How to improve Israel’s health-care system
**Italy**

- **2024**  Tackling Italy’s social and regional divide
- **2021**  Strengthening Italy’s public sector effectiveness
- **2019**  Tackling the social and regional divide
- **2017**  Promoting a private investment renaissance  
  Enhancing employability and skills to meet labour market needs
- **2015**  Labour market reform for more and better-quality job  
  Maintaining fiscal sustainability: structural fiscal issues

**Japan**

- **2024**  Addressing demographic headwinds: a long-term perspective
- **2021**  Making the most of digitalisation following COVID-19
- **2019**  Labour market reform to cope with a shrinking and ageing population  
  Meeting fiscal challenges in a rapidly ageing society
- **2017**  Boosting productivity for inclusive growth  
  Ensuring fiscal sustainability in the context of a shrinking and ageing population
- **2015**  Enhancing dynamism and innovation in Japan’s business sector  
  Achieving fiscal consolidation while promoting social cohesion

**Korea**

- **2024**  Red light, Green light reforms to boost productivity  
  Key policies to reduce emissions by 40% by 2030  
  Responding to population decline
- **2022**  Strengthening the social safety net  
  Policies to increase youth employment in Korea
- **2020**  Raising employment and enhancing job quality in the face of rapid ageing  
  Promoting the diffusion of technology to boost productivity and well-being
- **2018**  Reforming the large business groups to promote productivity and inclusion in Korea  
  Enhancing dynamism in SMEs and entrepreneurship
- **2016**  Raising Korea’s productivity through innovation and structural reform  
  Labour market reforms to promote inclusive growth
 Latvia

2024  Raising investment to support growth
2022  Boosting productivity and incomes through capitalising on export opportunities
2019  Policies for stronger productivity growth
2017  Moving up the global value-added chains
      Making the most of economic and social infrastructure
2015  Improving public sector efficiency for more inclusive growth
      Raising productivity and ensuring robust convergence

 Lithuania

2022  Unleashing the productive potential of digitalisation
2020  Reducing poverty and social disparities
      Fostering Regional Development
2018  Boosting productivity and inclusiveness
      Ageing together
2016  (Economic Assessment) Scaling new heights: Achievements and future challenges for productivity convergence
      Growing together: Making the convergence process more inclusive

 Luxembourg

2022  Securing a dynamic and green economy.
2019  Policies for a more efficient and inclusive housing market
2017  Harnessing skills for more inclusive growth
      Reaping the benefits of a diverse society through better integration of immigrants
      Fostering the emergence of innovative industries
2012  Strengthening social cohesion: Making efficiency and equity go hand in hand
      Greening growth

 Mexico

2024  Harnessing nearshoring opportunities by boosting productivity and fighting climate change.
      Reducing inequalities and bolstering growth
      Improving housing and urban development policies in Mexico
Expanding access to finance to boost growth and reduce inequalities.

Boosting inclusive growth.

Towards a more inclusive society
Boosting productivity through integration into Global Value Chains

Boosting growth and reducing informality.
Sharing the fruits of growth

**Netherlands**

Lifting labour supply to tackle tightness

Productivity and digitalisation for a stronger recovery after COVID-19

Making Employment More Inclusive in the Netherlands

Enhancing private investment
Boosting skills for all

Making the banking sector more resilient and reducing household debt
Boosting the development of efficient SMEs

**New Zealand**

Revamping competition
Ensuring the tide lifts all boats: Improving quality and equity in schools across New Zealand
A fight on two fronts: Adapting to climate change and reducing GHG emissions.

Boosting productivity by unleashing digitalisation.

Well-being: performance, measurement and policy innovations
Improving well-being through migration
Improving well-being through better housing policy

Improving productivity in New Zealand’s economy.
Adapting to the changing labour Market

Sustaining the economic expansion.
Making New Zealand’s economic growth more inclusive

**Norway**

Raising the Effectiveness of Public Spending

Making housing more affordable and sustainable

Maintaining high employment

Maintaining a successful business sector in a changing world
How to improve transport-infrastructure investment
2016 Addressing the challenges in higher education
Policy challenges for agriculture and rural areas

Poland

2023 Digitalising the Polish Economy
2020 Boosting SMEs’ internationalisation
2018 Strengthening innovation in Poland
Financing innovative business investment

2016 Making better use of skills and migration
Improving transport and energy infrastructure investment

2014 Making the labour market work better
Strengthening competition

Portugal

2023 Improving health outcomes
2021 Getting the most of the digital transformation
2019 Public policy reforms to further improve export performance
Enhancing judicial efficiency to foster economic activity

2017 Raising business investment
Raising skills

2014 Boosting export performance
Reducing Inequality and poverty

Republic of Türkiye

2023 Labour market and education reforms are needed to create more and better jobs.
2021 Unleashing the full potential of the business sector.
2018 Upgrading business investment.
2016 Rebalancing growth by strengthening the manufacturing sector.
Reaping the benefits of global value chains

2014 Reducing macroeconomic imbalances.
Fostering inclusive growth by promoting structural change in the business sector
Slovak Republic

2024  Enhancing the efficiency, inclusiveness, and environmental sustainability of housing.
2022  Tackling the challenges of population ageing.
2019  Enhancing the social integration of Roma.
       Increasing the benefits of Slovakia’s integration in global value chains
2017  Enhancing advanced skills to better meet labour market demand.
       Improving the efficiency and outcomes of the Slovak health-care system
2014  Reforming the public sector.
       Spurring growth in lagging regions

Slovenia

2024  Public policy challenges of ageing
       Labour market institutions for an ageing labour force
2022  Digitalising the Economy
2020  Public policy challenges of ageing
       Labour market institutions for an ageing labour force
2017  Raising living standards and supporting investment by boosting skills
2015  Raising competitiveness and Long-Term Growth of the Slovenian Economy
       The economic consequences of an ageing population in Slovenia
       Restoring the financial sector and corporate deleveraging

Spain

2023  Increasing opportunities for the young in Spain
2021  Enhancing digital diffusion for higher productivity in Spain
2018  Reducing regional disparities for inclusive growth
2017  Reforms for more and better-quality jobs in Spain
       Fostering innovative business investment in Spain
2014  Better harnessing talent and knowledge to boost sustainable medium-term growth in Spain
       Moving towards a more dynamic business sector in Spain

Sweden

2023  Climate policies and Sweden’s green industrial revolution
2021  Keeping regional inequality in check
2019  Improving school results and equity in compulsory education
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2017  Income, wealth and equal opportunity in Sweden
       Fighting gender inequality

2015  Strengthening the foundations for growth
       Skills and inclusive growth

Switzerland

2024  Tackling labour and skills shortages
       Towards a decarbonised economy
       Strengthening economic resilience within global value chains

2022  Fostering a strong labour market to support the recovery and sustain growth

2019  Policies for Switzerland’s ageing society

2017  Boosting productivity in Switzerland
       Ensuring a dynamic skills-training and life-long learning system

2015  Policies to tame the housing cycle
       Raising public spending efficiency

United Kingdom

2022  Reaching net zero

2020  Boosting productivity in the service sectors

2017  Reducing regional disparities in productivity
       Improving productivity and job quality of lowskilled workers

2015  Improving infrastructure
       Enhancing the financing of the real economy and financial stability

2013  Labour market, welfare reform and inequality
       Growth, productivity and innovation

United States

2024  Managing fiscal pressures in the United States

2022  Selected policy challenges for the American Middle Class

2020  Modernising state-level regulation and policies to boost mobility
       Anti-competitive and regulatory barriers in the labour market

2018  Progress in structural reform
       Addressing labour-market disruptions from trade and automation
2016  Unleashing private sector productivity
       Realising and expanding opportunities

   Euro Area
2021  Fostering cyclical convergence in the euro area
2018  Stabilisation policies to strengthen Euro Area resilience
2016  Making public finances more growth and equity-friendly
2014  Making the Euro area function better – the banking union and fiscal framework
2012  A sustainable euro area
       Structural reforms to create balances growth and resolve imbalances

   European Union
2023  Accelerating the green transition
2021  Enhancing regional convergence in the EU
2018  Building a stronger and more integrated Europe
2016  Priorities for completing the single market
2014  Reinvigorating the EU single market

   OECD Accession countries
   Argentina
2019  Fostering integration into the world economy.
2017  (Economic Assessment) Structural reforms to boost growth and living standards in Argentina
       Making growth more inclusive in Argentina.

   Brazil
2023  Scaling up infrastructure investment to strengthen sustainable development
2020  Raising productivity through structural reforms
       Improving skills to harness the benefits of a more open economy
2018  Raising investment and improving infrastructure
       Fostering Brazil’s integration into the world economy
2015  Raising industrial performance
       Improving public health services
Bulgaria

2023  Better jobs and incomes
2021  (Economic Assessment) Structural reforms to raise productivity and boost convergence
       Reducing regional disparities for inclusive growth.

Croatia

2023  Improving the business environment to accelerate convergence
       A better performing labour market for inclusive convergence

Peru

2023  Boosting long-term growth
       All together: Making growth more inclusive in Peru

Romania

2024  Improving the business environment.
       Lifting socio-economic outcomes
       Decarbonising Romania’s economy
2022  Strengthening the business environment for productivity convergence
       Improving labour market conditions for stronger and inclusive growth

OECD Key partners

China

2022  Reaping efficiency gains through product market reforms
2019  Realising regional potentials through better market integration
2017  Boosting firm dynamism and performance
       Sharing the benefits of growth by providing opportunities to all
2015  Providing the right skills to all
       Agriculture reforms and bridging the gap for rural areas
2013  Urbanisation, growth and social inclusion
       Reforms for a cleaner, Healthier environment

India

2019  Challenges and opportunities of India’s enhanced participation in the global economy
       Housing for all.
2017  Making income and property taxes more growth friendly and redistributive
       Achieving strong and balances regional development
       Spatial inequalities: across states or between rural and urban areas
2014  Challenging and opportunities of the manufacturing sector
       Raising the economic participation of women in India – A new growth engine
       Improving health care in India

2011  Sustaining growth and improving living standards
       Fiscal prospects and reforms
       Phasing out energy subsidies
       Financial reform in India: time for a second wave?
       Building on progress in education

2021  Indonesia
       Investing in competences and skills and reforming the labour market to create better jobs

2018  Raising more public revenue in a growth-and equity-friendly way
       Making the most of tourism to promote sustainable regional development.

2016  Decentralisation to promote regional development.
       Improving the allocation and deficiency of public spending.

2015  Policies for inclusive and sustainable growth
       Making the most of natural resources

2012  South Africa
       Improving tax system.
       Promoting SME development

2022  Strengthening the tax system to reduce inequalities and increase revenues.
       Boosting productivity to improve living standards.

2020  Building an inclusive social protection system.
       Leveraging tourism development for sustainable and inclusive growth.

2017  Deepening regional integration within the Southern African Development Community
       Lowering barriers to entrepreneurship and promoting small business growth.

2015  More effective infrastructure and business regulation
       How can the tax system meet revenue raising challenges

2013  Improving education quality in South Africa
       Economic growth in South Africa: Getting to the right shade of green.

Other non-OECD member countries

Egypt

2024  Improving the business climate to revive private sector growth.
       Promoting better-quality job creation for inclusive growth
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Malaysia
2021  Unleashing business dynamism for the post COVID-19 recovery
2019  Reducing skills imbalances to foster productivity growth
2016  Boosting productivity
       Fostering inclusive growth

Thailand
2023  Pursuing a strong and inclusive green recovery
2020  Getting the right skills for future prosperity
       Making the most of international trade in services to achieve future economic prosperity

Tunisia
2022  Improving skills to stimulate investment and create better jobs
2018  Reviving investment
       Toward more inclusive growth: reducing inequalities through quality job creation

Viet Nam
2023  Strong, digital, and green post-COVID recovery